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ABSTRACT

Non-native English speaking (NNES) instructors are often rated lower within course evaluations and are typically criticized for their accents (Rubin, 1992; Subtirelu, 2015). Reasonings behind this have not been researched much in terms of online education, though the relevance of this topic is continuing to grow through online learning. The current experiments aim to determine if the presence of an NNES accent causes more learning anxiety compared to an instructor with a standard American accent. Two experiments were conducted to gauge participants’ anxiety level and learning performance. In both experiments, participants were given a set of four videos divided into two segments: one containing videos with an NNES instructor and the other containing videos with a standard American accented instructor. After each video, participants were asked recall questions over the information that they had just received before moving on to the next video. In between the two segments, participants’ anxiety levels were measured. At the end of each experiment, participants were asked to fill out a Chinese language experience form and demographic information. Our findings indicated the instructor type influenced recall and anxiety.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Course evaluations are an integral part of post-secondary education and give instructors feedback on their courses to improve their content and teaching practices. For non-native English-speaking (NNES) instructors, these evaluations may not accurately represent their efforts. NNES instructors often receive lower course evaluations and are criticized for their accents (Doubleday & Lee, 2016; Rubin, 1992; Sanchez & Khan, 2016; Subtirelu, 2015). Multiple factors could be the root cause of this issue, including stereotypes and biases. Another factor contributing to this phenomenon that is not actively researched is student anxiety. When a native English speaking (NES) student conversates with an NNES instructor, their level of student anxiety becomes naturally higher (Ahn, 2010; Hammer et al., 1998; Imamura et al., 2016; Stephan et al., 1999). A student’s anxiety may stem from higher levels of cognitive load (Mayer et al., 2003; King & Finn, 2017; Sweller & Chandler, 1991; Sweller et al., 2019) and intergroup communication anxiety (Berger, 1979; Berger & Calabrese, 1975; Gudykunst, 1993; Stephan & Stephan, 1985; Stephan et al., 1999). When considering an online environment, this student anxiety may be increased even more due to the anxiety already brought about from the online environment (Tuncay & Uzunboylu, 2010). Therefore, we believe that these factors might combine to produce a high level of student anxiety through the lens of test anxiety, especially those who take online courses. The current experiments seek to investigate if NES students experience
higher test anxiety levels in an asynchronous online learning environment when taught by an NNES instructor. Two experiments were included in the current study. We compared students’ self-reported test anxiety levels after being taught by an NES and an NNES instructor. We also compared students’ retention of the information presented in the lecture by both the NES and NNES instructors.

**Who is Considered A Non-Native English Speaker?**

A second language (L2) speaker is defined as an individual who has learned another language after thoroughly learning what can be considered their primary language, typically from age five to adulthood (Ortega, 2009). This definition serves only as a general overview for the premises of what an L2 learner is. As Ortega (2009) points out, it can sometimes be hard to determine which languages an individual knows as L2s, seeing as they may learn multiple languages simultaneously due to growing up in multicultural environments. The numerous language acquisition makes it hard to determine which language was thoroughly learned before another. Despite these complexities, our current experiments have defined an L2 (NNES) instructor as an individual that has learned to speak English after age 10.

When individuals think of L2 English speakers, they typically imagine individuals with an accent, but that is not always the case. There is much talk and research in psychology about critical and sensitive periods for learning, especially language learning. A critical acquisition period has a set opening and closing age for language learning (McCarthy et al., 2018). This analogy means that, for our purposes, there is a time when an individual can begin to learn a new language and a time where they can no longer learn a new language without speaking with an accent. A critical
period has been highly supported for learning a first language, but it has not been as
evident for L2 acquisition (Hakuta et al., 2003; Hartshorne et al., 2018). A definitive
age when an L2 learner can learn a new language without an accent is yet to be
determined. Researchers, however, have proposed an approximate age range.
Hartshorne et al. (2018) propose that the critical period of learning a new language is
between eight and ten years old. Children who learn a second language before ages
eight to ten can speak the L2 language without an accent (Hartshorne et al., 2018;
Ortega, 2009). There are many reasons why accents appear after this critical period.

Accents can appear due to the standard form that each language is described as
having. Each language, including English, has its own rules and regulations for the
“proper/standard” way to write and speak (Snell & Andrews, 2016). These rules and
regulations are extensive and are typically not efficiently used and followed during free-
flowing dialogue (Snell & Andrews, 2016). Therefore, it would be easy for an L2
learner to become confused with pronunciations, especially if their primary way of
learning English is through reading and writing instead of conversations (Horst et al.,
1998). Horst et al. (1998) noted that L2 learners benefit from learning English by
reading, but this can also pose issues with speaking. Pronunciation and spelling
inconsistencies within the English language occur, and the spelling of a word is not
always how the word is pronounced. For example, words such as read [reed], lead
[leed], read [red], and lead [led] have similar spelling but have different pronunciations
depending on the context. For an L2 learner, this can lead to confusion when speaking
because they may pronounce these words the same way if pronunciation guides like the
ones above are not provided.
Accented English may also stem from the fact that many languages have different sounds than English, and it may be difficult for an NNES to learn a new English pronunciation (Briner, 2021). As Briner (2021) points out, some sounds do not exist in specific languages, and the same vowels may have different pronunciations. Our experiments focus on Chinese accented English, and many sounds exist in English that do not exist in the Chinese language. An example is the sound of “th” in English. This sound does not exist in Chinese, and native Chinese speakers learning English tend to turn the “th” sound into an “s” sound instead (Zhang & Yin, 2009). This change in sound can make it hard for a native speaker to understand what the non-native speaker is saying if, for example, the NNES is attempting to say “this,” but it comes out as “sis,” a standard shortened version for the word “sister,” instead. Therefore, when exposed to these sounds after that initial critical period for L2 learning, it may be hard for individuals to learn these new sounds and modify existing ones (Rahman & Hasan, 2019; Zhang & Yin, 2009).

For our experiments, we consider an NNES instructor as someone who has learned the English language after the critical period of 10 years of age, meaning that the instructor has acquired an accent-English speech that was different from an American English accent that is common to the region where the experiments are being conducted.

**The Importance of An Instructor’s Voice in Online, Multimedia Learning**

Mayer (2018) defined online learning as using a digital environment to deliver and support educational instruction. It is further clarified as having the consistent use of words and other media to deliver information (multimedia learning) on
a technological device, such as a computer or tablet, to change the learner’s knowledge (Mayer, 2018). Therefore, we define online learning as learning that intends to change a student’s knowledge level in an electronic environment using a multimedia learning basis.

The multimedia, online learning environment provides its own set of difficulties that contributes to students’ anxiety. Abdous (2019) found an inverse relationship between students’ anxiety and their learning effectiveness in online education. This finding indicates that students’ anxiety level was inversely related to their effectiveness in learning the information presented in an online learning environment. Effectiveness skills in online learning include time management, critical thinking skills, and collaborating with others (Abdous, 2019). If students’ anxiety is high, they cannot correctly employ these skills to enhance their learning which can directly affect their learning and transfer of information. This online anxiety only adds to the anxiety they are already experiencing from having an NNES instructor, further inhibiting their ability to learn and retain information.

Not only does this inverse relationship exists, but it has also been found that students experience anxiety days before online classes start, which inhibits standard thought processing (Tuncay & Uzunboyula, 2010). If this blockage persists, it results in students taking a more passive approach to learning the information presented, leading to an improper encoding of the information (Tuncay & Uzunboyula, 2010). This issue is an important one seeing as many as 25.3% of 1,377 students have been previously shown to experience this type of “first week of classes” anxiety when it comes to taking online classes, especially if they are first-time online students (Saadé et al., 2017).
Voice plays an integral part in the learning environment (Carpenter & Mueller, 2013; Carpenter & Mickes, 2016; Mayer et al., 2003), especially when it comes to multimedia learning which is typical for online learning (Mayer, 2009; 2018). As Mayer (2009) described, multimedia learning uses words and pictures to promote better learning and is commonly used in online education. An instructor typically employs media to facilitate students’ learning in an online setting, such as animations, recorded lecture videos, or pictures. Multimedia learning has become a commonplace method of delivering information in online environments. It keeps a learner’s attention better and allows advanced technologies to better deliver information in imagery formats (Mayer, 2009; 2018). Multimedia learning instruction has continuously grown over the past 30 years and has enhanced students’ learning in a person-centered rather than a technology-centered approach (Mayer, 2018). This person-centered approach means that the instructor does not allow the technology to become the centerpiece of delivering information; instead, the instructor is still actively engaging with their students alongside the media aspect. This approach is where the importance of the instructor’s voice comes in.

Mayer et al. (2003) described an instructor’s voice as more than an agent of information transport. An instructor’s voice gives us information on how suitable an individual is as a conversation partner (Doubleday & Lee, 2016; Rubin, 1992; Sanchez & Khan, 2016; Subtirelu, 2015). This information can demonstrate how effective an instructor can be at relaying and explaining information to their students. Bronstein and Ogilvie (1952) found that when school board professionals interviewed candidates for teaching positions, a candidate’s voice was the primary consideration. When asked
about a candidate’s voice, these professionals stated that they were looking for those they considered to speak “good” English (Bronstein & Ogilvie, 1952). The school board professionals in the study considered “good” English as having a similar regional accent (i.e., the candidate is from the school’s same state or the local area, so they have the same vernacular). Candidates with “good” English would allow the children to “fully understand them” (Bronstein & Ogilvie, 1952). Candidates would not receive further consideration for positions if they did not achieve a “satisfactory” voice level (Bronstein & Ogilvie, 1952).

The importance of voice has only increased as the years have gone by, especially with the increased prevalence of online education. Servilha and de Costa (2015) surveyed university professors about using their voices in their learning environments to determine how they perceived the importance of their voices. They found that professors rated their voices as integral tools that were the main reason students successfully achieved high grades and learned the information presented in the classes (Servilha & de Costa, 2015). These examples only begin to show the importance of voice quality in online education.

Another factor that should be considered when discussing the importance of an instructor’s voice in online multimedia education is fluency (Carpenter et al., 2013; 2016; Serra & Magreehan, 2016; Sanchez & Khan, 2016). Fluency is defined as the perception of a learner on how easily the learner could take in the information (Carpenter et al., 2013; 2016; Serra & Magreehan, 2016; Sanchez & Khan, 2016). In an educational setting, this applies to how fluent an instructor speaks. In other words, if an instructor can conduct a lecture in a concise, clear, and quick manner without stuttering
over words or over-using filler words, such as “uh” and “um,” the instructor is considered “fluent” (Carpenter et al., 2013; 2016; Serra & Magreehan, 2016). This fluency has been identified as an essential aspect of students’ perception of their education progress, how well they feel they can learn, and how they view their instructor (Carpenter et al., 2013; 2016; Serra & Magreehan, 2016; Sanchez & Khan, 2016). When instructor fluency is perceived as low, as is typical with NNES instructors, students may feel that they cannot adequately acquire information that is presented (Carpenter et al., 2013; 2016; Serra & Magreehan, 2016; Sanchez & Khan, 2016). This low fluency perception can lead students to interpret their NNES instructors as less capable of teaching the information than their NES counterparts (Carpenter et al., 2013; 2016; Serra & Magreehan, 2016; Sanchez & Khan, 2016).

This idea of fluency has been researched through similar but different aspects. Mayer et al. (2003) proposed that the importance of an instructor’s voice is due to social agency. They defined social agency as using a speaker’s voice in multimedia learning to influence processes and outcomes of learning via social cues (Mayer et al., 2003). The general premise of the Social Agency Theory is that the instructor’s voice activates a social cognitive schema; when this schema is activated, learners will act as if they are in a conversation with another person. When a learner behaves as though he or she is in a conversational situation, the learner is more likely to process the information as a bi-directional social communication (conversation) rather than a uni-directional information-gathering process. This social communication dynamic brings the social rules of conversation into play, meaning that students will try harder to make sense of the information being presented by engaging in deep cognitive processing (Alyahya,
2021; Mayer et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2017). These deep cognitive processes stem from the learner identifying the instructor as an intelligent agent engaging the learner in a conversation rather than only talking at the learner to share the information (Mayer et al., 2003).

Atkinson et al. (2005) tested Social Agency Theory by comparing college and high school students’ performance on transfer tests, which is defined as a learner’s ability to use previous experience on a newly learned skill. Both experiments had the students complete a computer-based mathematics lesson with an animated parrot guide who spoke with either a standard Midwestern American accented voice or a female computer-synthesized voice. The researchers found that the human voice fostered a better and deeper understanding of the presented material for college and high school students than the machine-synthesized voice. (Atkinson et al., 2005). Students also rated the human voice as more attractive than the machine-synthesized voice (Atkinson et al., 2005). Though this study does not focus on accent comparison, it shows that using a voice the learner is not familiar with affects learning and attitudes. This study displays a more extreme voice difference than one identified between accents but still provides valuable information about the importance of an instructor’s voice in learning. These findings are consistent with the original findings of the Mayer et al. (2003) study, which compared the standard Midwestern American accented voice to a machine-synthesized voice and included a Russian accented voice while using an animation alongside the voices. Mayer and colleagues (2013) found that both the machine-synthesized voice and the Russian-accented voice paired with an animated agent resulted in worse transfer performance than the Midwestern American-accented human voice, and both were
deemed less attractive than the standard voice (Mayer et al., 2003). These two studies show how important voice is in the learning environment. Students are more likely to properly take in information and rate the speaker as a more attractive conversational partner when it is a voice that they are familiar with. If the voice that accompanies the multimedia is not one that students are familiar with or can easily understand, they will not correctly retain and transfer the information presented.

**Cognitive Load, Accented English, and Student Anxiety**

A vital voice factor that NNES instructors unintentionally bring is the idea of cognitive load. Cognitive load is defined as the fact that human cognition is limited by the number of information elements our brain can process in working memory at one time (Paas et al., 2010; Sweller, 1994; Sweller, 2010; Sweller & Chandler, 1991). This load is increased when individuals experience unnecessary demands on their cognitive system and can impair learning and knowledge transfer if the cognitive load demand becomes too high (Sweller et al., 2019). This overload of cognitive processing often occurs when an individual converses with another person who has an unfamiliar accent (Grey et al., 2019; Mayer et al., 2003, Morris & Chen, 2020; 2021). Cognitive load and multimedia learning theories state that processing accented speech would take up cognitive resources, meaning learners would have less working memory for learning (Paas et al., 2010; Sweller, 1994; Sweller, 2010; Sweller & Chandler, 1991; Sweller et al., 2019).

The notion of accented voice increasing cognitive load has both neuroscience and behavioral data support. In terms of neuroscience findings, Grey et al. (2019) studied event-related potentials (ERPs) concerning accented sentence comprehension.
Participants listened to various sentences in either a standard Midwestern American accent or Chinese-accented English with either a face displayed along with the sentences or no face displayed. They recorded the ERPs using an electrode-mounted elastic cap that recorded from the front, back, and center parts of the scalp. These recordings found that more brain areas are activated when an individual listens to an NNES individual than an NES individual, especially when grammatical errors are part of the spoken sentence (Grey et al., 2019). Findings from this study indicated that different use of brain regions for processing accented sentences could impede the listener’s ability to retrieve and encode the presented information (Grey et al., 2019). These results provide neurological support for the notion that cognitive load increases when listening to an NNES instructor. This increase in cognitive load can inhibit a learner’s transference and retention in an online learning environment.

The notion that NNES speech induces a more significant cognitive load also has behavioral data support. Multiple studies have researched cognitive load’s effects of voice differences on students’ performance (Mayer et al., 2003, Morris & Chen, 2020; 2021). Cognitive load was studied through the view that students needed to allocate as little cognitive resources as possible to process their instructor’s voice so that they could better focus on learning the presented material. Results from these studies indicated that students performed better on transfer tests when their instructor had a standard Midwestern American accent than if the instructor had a foreign accent or was a machine-synthesized voice (Mayer et al., 2003; Morris & Chen, 2020; 2021). These results show that students in the accented and machine-synthesized voice condition had to allocate more cognitive processing to understand the instructor than to understand the
material (Mayer et al., 2003; Morris & Chen, 2020; 2021). When cognitive load is lower while listening to an NES instructor, NES students can focus their cognitive efforts on learning the material and how to transfer it to other situations. Students rate familiar voices as being less effortful to process than ones that they are not (Morris & Chen, 2020; 2021), indicating that this may be one reason why students do perform better when listening to a familiar accent.

This uneven allocation can also be described as deriving from an impairment in switching between cognitive processes due to cognitive overload (King & Finn, 2017). When in cognitive overload, an individual’s ability to efficiently switch between the different components of working memory is significantly decreased (King & Finn, 2017). This decrease in working memory performance increases anxiety which can be directly related to poorer performances on transfer assessments, a test of the ability to use previous experience on a newly learned skill (Ahn, 2010; Mayer et al., 2003). When applied to an educational environment, these factors combine to impede students’ learning significantly (Broadbent & Fuller-Tszkiewicz, 2018; Mayer, 2017; 2018). This impediment is especially prominent in an online environment. In these environments, concentration and accessibility to most of their working memory and fluency of switching between the aspects of it are vital to ensuring that students will retain and adequately transfer the information presented (Broadbent & Fuller-Tszkiewicz, 2018; Mayer, 2017; Mayer, 2018).

Feng et al. (2021) found that when an individual experience cognitive overload, they also experience difficulties with language perception. The cognitive overload inhibits their ability to identify pitch shifts, tone identification, and word discrimination
(Feng et al., 2021). If students cannot comprehend whether the NNES instructor is asking a question or making a statement, it could lead to confusion, stress, and higher anxiety levels. Overall, the increased cognitive load leads to fewer resources for learning, significantly higher levels of anxiety, and lower achievement in a multimedia, online learning environment.

**Test Anxiety as a Basis for Student Anxiety**

Cognitive load plays another central part in the learning process through cognitive interference. Cognitive interference refers to the disruption to an individual’s cognitive activity due to anxiety and self-centered thinking (Comunian, 1993; Kurosawa & Harackiewicz, 1995; Sarason, 1984), which provides one of two bases for the idea of test anxiety (Comunian, 1993; Sarason, 1984; Sarason et al., 1990).

Testing is a central aspect of education from the time an individual enters the school system until they complete it to their satisfaction. Hart et al. (2015) found that during the 2014-15 school year, students between the grades of pre-K to 12 were required to take an average of 112.3 tests. This statistic meant that an average student took approximately eight tests for the year in the 66 school districts in the study (Hart et al., 2015). This report did not include any tests or test preparations required by the schools or the teachers within the schools either, so it would be fair to assume that the students took more tests than what was reported. When looking at post-secondary education, it is well known that testing is even more vital than in primary education, especially during midterms and finals when students experience significant amounts of stress.
Test anxiety has been defined as a multicomponent phenomenon with two psychological sources: worry and emotionality (Comunian, 1993; Sarason, 1984; Sarason et al., 1990). Worry is an individual’s conscious concern about their performance on the test, while emotionality is the arousal response to the test that is causing stress (Comunian, 1993; Sarason, 1984; Sarason et al., 1990). Both factors result in the test-taker being more focused on the self than the task at hand, leading to distracting thought patterns (Comunian, 1993; Kurosawa & Harackiewicz, 1995; Sarason, 1984). These distracting thought patterns typically lead to the poor performance that the student is expecting and, in turn, reinforce the anxiety and cause the student to continually experience these feelings for each test taken afterward (Comunian, 1993; Kurosawa & Harackiewicz, 1995; Sarason, 1984). Therefore, we can say that a primary source of student anxiety is derived from testing, specifically the fear of failure, which contains multiple factors that are known as cognitive interference (Arkin et al., 1982; Comunian, 1993; Kurosawa & Harackiewicz, 1995; Sarason, 1984; Sarason & Sarason, 1981; Sarason & Sarason, 1987).

When cognitive interference occurs, the individual struggles to retrieve the essential information for the test they are taking, leading to negative consequences (Arkin et al., 1982; Comunian, 1993; Kurosawa & Harackiewicz, 1995; Sarason, 1984; Sarason & Sarason, 1981; Sarason & Sarason, 1987). These consequences include enhancing the amount of anxiety they feel when presented with another test (Arkin et al., 1982; Comunian, 1993; Sarason, 1984), thus leading the student to be more focused on external factors rather than the task at hand (Arkin et al., 1982; Kurosawa & Harackiewicz, 1995; Sarason, 1984; Sarason & Sarason, 1987).
The enhanced anxiety stems from the previous failure that students have experienced on other tests (Comunian, 1993; Sarason, 1984). As stated previously, students form ideas and beliefs about how they will perform based on what they feel about their ability to acquire and recall information (Carpenter & Mueller, 2013; Carpenter & Mickes, 2016; Serra & Magreehan, 2016; Sanchez & Khan, 2016). If students begin a test with low expectations and find out that they achieved those expectations or went below the expectations, it can increase their anxiety (Comunian, 1993; Sarason, 1984). When the knowledge of another test is known, it can increase their anxiety both while learning the information that will be on the test and during the test (Comunian, 1993; Sarason, 1984).

This increased anxiety that stems from cognitive interference instills a “call for action” into the individual, making them want to change the stress they are experiencing in their current situation (Sarason & Sarason, 1981; Sarason & Sarason, 1987). When they are unable to do something about this call, the anxiety becomes more prominent, leading to more self-centered thoughts and external distractors that hinder performance and focus to a degree that the individual may be unable to focus on the test at all (Arkin et al., 1982; Kurosawa & Harackiewicz, 1995; Sarason, 1984; Sarason & Sarason, 1987). The student starts forming outward thoughts about themselves and how they are being perceived in the situation rather than recalling the information needed (Arkin et al., 1982; Kurosawa & Harackiewicz, 1995; Sarason, 1984; Sarason & Sarason, 1987). Students begin to feel different emotions along with these thoughts, especially when already experiencing high anxiety, such as disgust and shame (Arkin et al., 1982). When the students are experiencing emotions along with the initial distracting thoughts,
they become even more detached from the situation at hand, causing an even more significant cognitive interference and inability to recall information (Arkin et al., 1982; Kurosawa & Harackiewicz, 1995).

Personal salience, a product of personality that shapes how people view the self and the world, is one factor that plays a part in whether a student experiences test anxiety (Sarason, 1984). This factor shows that when some individuals are under evaluation, they are more likely to experience stress and anxiety because they view this evaluation as a threat to their wellbeing (Kurosawa & Harackiewicz, 1995; Sarason, 1984). In an educational setting, a test can be seen as a threat to their grades, status within the class, relationships, and more. These threats and worries are where the distracting thought patterns commonly viewed in those with test anxiety come into play through self-focused thinking instead of task-focused thinking (Kurosawa & Harackiewicz, 1995). The individual that focuses on self-evaluative and self-deprecatory thinking causes cognitive interference and hinders the learning process (Comunian, 1993; Deffenbacher, 1980; Kurosawa & Harackiewicz, 1995; Morris et al., 1981; Sarason, 1984; Sarason et al., 1986).

**Intergroup Communication Anxiety**

Previously it has been found that NES students will sometimes actively avoid taking a course taught by an NNES instructor because they feel that it takes too much effort to understand the instructor and complete the coursework (Subtirelu, 2015). These feelings may stem from what is known as intergroup communication anxiety. Intergroup communication anxiety (ICA) is defined as when two individuals from separate groups interact and experience feelings about different concerns (Gudykunst,
The individual in the dominant culture, the NES group in the current experiments, might fear that the power and control they have by being in the ingroup is threatened (Gudykunst, 1993; Hammer et al., 1998; Montgomery & Zhang, 2018; Stephan & Stephan, 1985; Stephan et al., 1999; Turner et al., 2007; Turner et al., 2008; Turner et al., 2015). The out-group individual, the NNES group, fears that they will be stereotyped or not accepted into the dominant ingroup culture (Gudykunst, 1993; Hammer et al., 1998; Montgomery & Zhang, 2018; Stephan & Stephan, 1985; Stephan et al., 1999). When applied to an educational setting, NES students may be fearful of not having control over their grades and the outcomes of the course. This type of ICA is our focus. In our current experiments, NES students may experience anxiety over their perceived inability to control the outcomes in their course due to improper acquisition of information presented by the NNES instructor.

Imamura et al. (2016) conducted a study focusing on Americans’ views of interactions with Chinese-accented individuals. After filling out demographic information, participants were asked about their familiarity with Chinese culture, language, and anxiety concerning interactions with Chinese-accented English speakers. Participants were then asked to list whom they most frequently interacted with that spoke Chinese-accented English and describe them. Multiple scales were given to participants to assess attitudes towards the Chinese-accented speaker, how much anxiety they experienced when communicating with them, perceived English proficiency, and attitudinal factors. When the participants rated the accented speaker’s
English as lower proficiency, participants also felt more anxiety at both the group and at the individual level. The results of this study may be based on inferences that the American participants (73.8% White, 6.3% African American, 9.7% Hispanic, and 6.8% Asian America) made about the amount of effort needed to communicate with the Chinese-accented speaker (Imamura et al., 2016).

This effortful inference can be directly related to cognitive load, as we discussed earlier (Paas et al., 2010; Sweller, 1994; Sweller, 2010; Sweller & Chandler, 1991). When an NES individual communicates with an NNES individual, they feel the increased need to concentrate on making sure that they understand the NNES individual clearly (Mayer et al., 2003). Therefore, when an NES individual discovers that another individual is an NNES, they automatically become aware that they would need to be more mentally dedicated to the conversation than they usually would be (Brown et al., 1973; Imamura et al., 2011; Imamura et al., 2016; Montgomery & Zhang, 2018). This knowledge and awareness of mental effort needed could lead to active avoidance of conversation with or, for students, taking a class taught by an NNES individual. Students do this because they want to avoid the feeling of cognitive overload which brings about anxiety (Brown et al., 1973; Imamura et al., 2011; Imamura et al., 2016; Montgomery & Zhang, 2018).

It is possible that this assumption of more effort also stems from social attractiveness (Montgomery & Zhang, 2018). An individual’s likability is based on written or verbal statements from others and how highly rated they are (Brown et al., 1973). The less accented an NNES individual has, the more likely an NES individual is to identify the person as a competent and inclusive communication partner.
In an educational setting, this means that an NES student would possibly be more willing to take classes held by an NNES instructor if they perceive their accent not to be strong, meaning that they find that type of NNES instructor more competent at teaching. This idea, again, can be directly related to cognitive load. The less cognitive load a student is experiencing, the more comfortable the student perceives the situation to be (Imamura et al., 2011; Imamura et al., 2016) and finds their instructor more socially attractive (Brown et al., 1973; Imamura et al., 2011; Imamura et al., 2016; Montgomery & Zhang, 2018). In turn, students feel they can get as much out of their education as possible (Carpenter et al., 2013; 2016; Serra & Magreehan, 2016; Sanchez & Khan, 2016).

This point of language perception being a cornerstone of ICA is further illustrated by the findings by Imamura et al. (2011) that when an individual interprets a speaker as speaking in their native language competently, psychological closeness and intimacy are triggered. When this process is broken up by high amounts of anxiety and cognitive load, it can be more challenging for a listener or a learner to fully comprehend what is being said or taught (Imamura et al., 2011). In a culture like that of the United States of America, where language is highly valued, this breaking of language and extra cognitive processing only dissuades native English speakers from attempting to communicate (Imamura et al., 2011). This language break informs native English speakers that it will be harder to communicate with the accented speaker, furthering the psychological distance experienced (Imamura et al., 2012; Imamura et al., 2016). This distancing interacts with the extra cognitive effort students assume they will need to understand the instructor to increase the cognitive demand further and, in turn, increase
the amount of anxiety they feel (Imamura et al., 2011; Imamura et al., 2016; Morris & Chen, 2020; 2021 Paas et al., 2010; Sweller, 1994; Sweller, 2010; Sweller & Chandler, 1991).

The psychological distancing between NES and NNES may also explain why NES students may feel uncomfortable approaching their NNES instructor due to this anxiety (Turner et al., 2007; Turner et al., 2008; Turner et al., 2015). It has been previously shown that the more intergroup anxiety an individual is experiencing, the less likely they are to approach someone outside of their group (Turner et al., 2007; Turner et al., 2008; Turner et al., 2015). Therefore, it is possible that an NES student could be experiencing trouble with the material presented in the course but is too uncomfortable in approaching the NNES instructor to receive assistance in learning the material due to the anxiety and distance that they feel (Imamura et al., 2011; Imamura et al., 2012; Imamura et al., 2016; Turner et al., 2007; Turner et al., 2008; Turner et al., 2015).

**Purpose of the Current Experiments**

Students’ significant anxiety can cause many issues within an online learning environment. Our experiments focus on the test anxiety that NES students feel and how it may affect their ability to perform well in online courses taught by NNES instructors. It is possible that NES students feel that they are unable to successfully acquire and encode information that they will be tested on later. They experience this feeling due to the need to allocate more of their cognitive resources to properly communicate with and understand the NNES instructor (Imamura et al., 2011; Imamura et al., 2016; Paas et al., 2010). Students may be inclined to leave negative course evaluations when
experiencing these feelings and possibly poor test performance. Students could also go on websites, such as ratemyprofessor.com, to share their experiences and beliefs about why they failed in their course, which could lead other students to avoid taking courses taught by NNES instructors for fear of having the same or similar experiences as previous students. If NES students and NNES instructors are made aware of the underlying effects of anxiety on students’ performance, steps can be taken to avoid these discourses and misinterpretations.

Though many studies have focused on anxiety related to in-person, voice-only, and interpersonal situations in educational settings, none have focused on pre-recorded online lecture videos. This previously unstudied area is what our experiments aim to explore. We believe that pre-recorded online lecture videos provide an even more apt possibility of causing anxiety because NES students may feel even more disconnected from the NNES instructors because there is no time when they are actively engaging with the professor. Instead, the students rely on pre-recorded information where they would have to reach out directly to the instructor for clarification rather than having the ability to ask for it as they are receiving the information. With all the information that we have already looked at, specifically cognitive load (Mayer et al., 2003; King & Finn, 2017; Sweller & Chandler, 1991; Sweller et al., 2019) and psychological distancing (Imamura et al., 2011; 2012; 2016; Turner et al., 2007; 2008; 2015), these extra steps and barriers that NES students experience with pre-recorded online lecture videos could lead to an even more significant amount of anxiety than what is experienced in other situations.
Our experiments compare the difference in student anxiety and recall between an NES and NNES instructor via pre-recorded online lecture videos. We aim to see if heightening anxiety levels are present for students when they have an NNES instructor rather than an NES instructor. We also aim to see if there is a difference between the students for each instructor on recall either as a product of the anxiety or the instructor difference alone. We hypothesize that a.) students will experience higher anxiety levels and b.) poorer memory recall with the NNES instructor than the NES instructor.
CHAPTER 2

METHOD

Participants

We assumed a conservative effect size of .3 at 80% power. A priori power analysis was completed in GPower (Faul et al., 2007) and the estimated sample size was 71. The current study had 69 participants in Experiment 1 and 104 participants in Experiment 2 who had successfully completed the survey.

Experiment 1

For the first experiment, the ages of the participants ranged from 18 to 23 (\(M=18.9, SD=1.25\)), with most participants being female (19 Males and 50 Females). Most participants identified their ethnicity as White (\(n=62\)). There were also African Americans (\(n=3\)), Hispanic or Latinos (\(n=2\)), and mixed-race (\(n=2\)). Participants were asked what languages they speak at home, with 67 indicating that they only spoke English at home and two others indicating that they speak English and one other language. All participants indicated that they spoke English as their first language. Fifteen participants stated that they spoke one or two additional languages at a conversational level or better.

Participants were all college students recruited from the psychology subject pool at a large state university. All participants, except four, indicated that they had lived in either Kentucky, North Carolina, Illinois, or Ohio for most of their lives. Four participants did not report a specific state of residence, only either United States or
counties with no state listed. Most participants stated that they had watched online
lecture videos 2-3 times a week over the past year (n=32). Five stated that they watched
no online lecture videos in the past year, three once a year, ten once a month, 11 once a
week, seven 4-6 times a week, and one daily. Most participants said they had taken 1-5
online classes with multiple lecture videos (n=42). Nine said they had taken no online
classes with multiple lecture videos, 13 had taken 6-10, and three had taken 11-15. Two
participants indicated that they had been diagnosed with hearing difficulties.

Experiment 2

For the second experiment, the ages of the participants ranged from 17 to 53
(M=21.3, SD=6.81), with most participants being female (16 Males, 83 Females, 4 non-
disclosures, and 1 Other). Most participants identified their ethnicity as White (n=85).
There were also African Americans (n=6), Hispanic or Latinos (n=5), Asians (n=5), and
mixed-race (n=3). Participants were asked what languages they speak at home, with 99
indicating that they only spoke English at home, four indicating that they only spoke
Spanish, and one other indicating that they speak English and one other language. Most
participants indicated that they spoke English as their first language (n=101). Thirty-one
participants stated that they spoke one or two additional languages at a conversational
level or better.

Participants were all college students recruited from the psychology subject pool
at a large state university. All participants, except five, indicated that they had lived in
either Kentucky, Texas, Tennessee, California, Washington, Indiana, New Jersey,
Illinois, Florida, Alaska, Georgia, or Ohio for most of their lives. Three participants did
not report a specific state of residence, only United States. One participant indicated
that they had lived in Mexico, and another indicated that they had lived in Australia for most of their lives. Most participants stated that they had watched online lecture videos 2-3 times a week over the past year (n=36). Ten stated that they watched no online lecture videos in the past year, eight once a year, 17 once a month, 20 once a week, nine 4-6 times a week, and four daily. Most participants said they had taken 1-5 online classes with multiple lecture videos (n=50). Eight said they had taken no online classes with multiple lecture videos, 29 had taken 6-10, 13 had taken 11-15, one had taken 16-20, two had taken 20+, and one had taken the number of classes to equal multiple degrees. Four participants indicated that they had been diagnosed with hearing difficulties.

**Materials and Procedure**

The current experiments’ materials were adapted from previous studies (Chen & Lorch, 2018; Chen & Thomas, 2020). The experiments were conducted in a laboratory setting. The experiment materials were hosted on Qualtrics, an online survey platform. The materials were delivered on Dell desktop computers that used the Windows processing system. The monitors were 22 inches in size, which is an average size of a desktop monitor. Participants wore standard over-ear headphones to prevent noise from disturbing each other as the computers were side-by-side, and participants were run in groups of up to three. Participants took part in the experiments within an hour time block in a laboratory setting on campus that housed three computers. The Qualtrics system used the random assignment logic based in the Qualtrics system to randomly assign participants to one of two video lecture conditions: one that began with an NNES instructor and the other that started with an NES instructor.
The experiments began with participants reading and signing a physical informed consent form. Participants were then given a set of instructions to read and asked by an experimenter if they had any questions before moving on to the experiment. After these steps, participants were directed to put on the headphones and were given a short questionnaire assessing their level of knowledge about airplanes and how they achieve flight. This questionnaire asked participants to indicate how much time they feel they listen to or read media about airplanes and asked them to identify parts of a plane and the physical forces that enable airplane flight. Participants were then shown a sample video lecture and questions like those they would answer later. The sample video presented information related to fire trucks, and the sample video instructor was different from both the NES and NNES instructor for the main lecture videos. This served to acclimate participants to the type of instruction they would be receiving and the questions they would be asked.

After the instructional phase, participants were randomly assigned to one of two experimental conditions. Each condition showed both the NES and NNES instructors with the order in which they were viewed as counterbalanced between the groups. Each lecture video contained a set script that both instructors read from and displayed a PowerPoint presentation depicting static drawings that the instructors scrolled through while presenting the lesson (see Figures 1 and 2). Instructors’ faces appeared in a small window in the bottom right corner of the PowerPoint. The purpose of presenting the instructors’ faces is to provide participants with concrete knowledge of the instructor’s ethnicity. The NES instructor had a standard southern American accent native to the area in which the experiments were conducted. The NNES instructor was a Chinese-
accented speaker who learned English at 12 years of age and had a noticeable and comprehensible accent. The first condition of the experiments contained the NES instructor for the first two lecture videos and the NNES instructor for the last two lecture videos. The second condition of the experiments contained the NNES instructor for the first two lecture videos and the NES instructor for the last two lecture videos. The videos covered four different forces of flight in a set order: a.) weight, b.) drag, c.) thrust, and d.) lift.

Figure 1 - NES Instructor
Figure 2 - NNES Instructor

After each lecture video, participants were asked questions about the videos’ critical concepts. They were first presented with two open recall questions asking them to identify the force discussed and its concept. The PI and six undergraduate research assistants scored all open recall questions. Interrater reliability was calculated before open recall scoring was completed and showed to be 96%. After the open recall, they were given three multiple-choice questions with four options, and the Qualtrics system automatically scored these.

After the second and fourth lecture videos, participants were asked to fill out a modified version of Kimura’s Foreign Language Listening Anxiety scale (2008). This scale contained 20 questions to assess how much anxiety participants felt while listening to the instructor (see Appendix A). Participants rated their agreement to each statement presented on a five-point Likert scale ranging from “Strongly Agree” (5) to “Strongly Disagree” (1), with higher scores indicating higher levels of anxiety. This
scale assessed the level of anxiety participants felt while learning information concerning aeronautical engineering from each instructor.

After completing the anxiety scale the second time, participants filled out a questionnaire about their familiarity and attitudes towards Chinese accents (McGowan 2015a; 2015b; see Appendix B). This questionnaire was used to divide participants into two groups based on accent familiarity, as it is possible for a student to be familiar with an instructor’s accent due to instances in their personal life. This familiarity could decrease a student’s cognitive load levels and lead to better performance than expected from the evidence found. Participants were asked their level of agreement to each of the statements using a five-point Likert scale ranging from “Strongly Agree” (5) to “Strongly Disagree” (1). The higher the score participants received, the more familiar they were with Chinese-accented English. We used this scale to divided participants into those with high experience listening to Chinese-accented English and those with low experience in this domain.

Finally, participants were asked to fill out demographic information. Participants were asked their gender, age, ethnicity, the county and state they have lived in most of their life, language spoken at home, the highest level of education, and if English is their first language. Participants were also asked how many other languages besides English they speak at a conversational level or better, if they have been diagnosed with any hearing difficulties, how often they watch online lecture videos, and how many online classes they have taken.
The methodology for Experiment 2 was the same as Experiment 1, with the addition of a shortened version of the Burns Anxiety Inventory (1999; see Appendix C) after each set of recall questions for each lecture video.
CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

Experiment 1

We conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA to analyze participants' self-reported anxiety levels for both experiments' Kimura's Foreign Language Listening Anxiety scale (2008).

In Experiment 1, we found a significant difference between the NNES instructor ($M=3.17$, $SE=0.0891$) and the NES instructor ($M=2.64$, $SE=0.0876$) for the amount of self-reported anxiety students felt, $F(1, 68)=33.4$, $p<.001$, $\eta^2=0.118$. This finding indicated that participants reported feeling more anxious when they listened to the NNES instructor than when they listened to the NES instructor (see Figure 3).
We hypothesized that individuals with more experience with Chinese-accented English would experience less anxiety based on Kimura's Foreign Language Listening Anxiety scale (2008) than those who were not experienced in this domain because of their familiarity with the accent. To test this, we separated participants into two groups in both experiments using the Chinese Language Experience scale (McGowan, 2015a; 2015b). We conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA to test for self-reported anxiety levels based on participants' language experience in both experiments.

For Experiment 1, there was a significant interaction between instructor type (NES vs. NNES) and participants' experience with Chinese-accented English, $F(1, 1)=4.75, p=.033, \eta^2 = 0.017$. The interaction effect indicated that participants with high
Chinese-accented English experience had similar levels of self-reported anxiety that were non-significant for both the NES ($M=2.76, SE=0.155$) and NNES ($M=3.01, SE=0.157$) instructors. Participants with low experience of listening to Chinese-accented English, in contrast, experienced higher anxiety when they encountered the NNES instructor ($M=3.24, SE=0.108$) versus the NES instructor ($M=3.24, SE=0.108$; see Figure 4).

Figure 4 - Kimura Language Anxiety Scale (2008) Averages with Language Experience for Experiment 1
We conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA to analyze total recall for both experiments. For Experiment 1, we found a main effect of instructor type (NNES vs. NES) on recall performance, $F(1,68)= 6.49 \ p=0.013, \ \eta^2=0.018$. Participants had better overall recall performance from the NES instructor's lecture videos ($M=8.57$, $SE=0.306$) than from the NNES instructor's lecture videos ($M=7.93$, $SE=0.270$; see Figure 5).

![Total Recall Averages: Experiment 1](image)

**Figure 5 - Total Recall Scores for Experiment 1**

We hypothesized that individuals with more experience listening to Chinese-accented English would have better total recall performance than those not experienced in this domain. We believe this to be so as the greater cognitive load for the High
Experience group leads to more effective learning (Morris & Chen, 2020; 2021), but for individuals with Low Experience, the NNES lecture videos would likely lead to cognitive overload that renders their learning less effective (Ahn, 2010; Broadbent & Fuller-Tszkiewicz, 2018; Feng et al., 2021; King & Finn, 2017; Mayer et al., 2003; Mayer, 2017; 2018). We conducted a repeated measures ANOVA on the effect of instructor type and language experience on participants' recall performance for both experiments.

In Experiment 1, there was a significant interaction between instructor type and participants' experience with Chinese-accented English, $F(1, 1)=422.06, p<.001, \eta^2 = 0.046$. The observed cross-over interaction indicated that the High Experience group performed better with the NNES instructor ($M=8.77, SE=0.466$) than with the NES instructor ($M=7.91, SE=0.537$). The opposite trend was observed for the Low Experience group, where participants performed better with the NES instructor ($M=8.87, SE=0.367$) than with the NNES instructor ($M=7.53, SE=0.319$; see Figure 6).
We found similar findings for Kimura's Foreign Language Listening Anxiety scale (2008) in Experiment 2 as we did in Experiment 1. We found a significant difference between the NNES instructor ($M=3.08, SE=0.0812$) and the NES instructor ($M=2.37, SE=0.0686$) for the amount of self-reported anxiety students felt, $F(1, 103)=70.3, p<.001, \eta^2 =0.181$. This finding indicated that participants reported feeling more anxious when they listened to the NNES instructor than when they listened to the NES instructor (see Figure 7).

**Experiment 2**

![Figure 6 - Total Recall with Language Experience for Experiment 1](image-url)
We, again, found similar findings between the first and second experiments when participants were divided into High \( (n=38) \) and Low \( (n=66) \) Experience groups. There was a significant main effect of instructor type, \( F(1, 102)=57.85, p<.001, \eta^2 = 0.148 \). A main effect for language experience was observed, \( F(1, 102)=0.4.23, p<.05, \eta^2 = 0.023 \). There was a significant interaction between instructor type (NES vs. NNES) and participants' experience with Chinese-accented English, \( F(1, 1) = 6.18, p=.015, \eta^2 = 0.016 \). This indicated that participants with high experience with Chinese-accented English experienced similar levels of self-reported anxiety that were significant for both NES \( (M=2.34, SE=0.1140) \) and NNES \( (M=2.78, SE=0.1297) \) instructors. However, participants in the Low Experience group experienced higher levels of self-reported
anxiety with the NNES instructor \((M=3.26, SE=0.0984)\) than with the NES instructor \((M=2.38, SE=0.0865;\) see Figure 8).
$F(1, 103)=20.3, p<.001, \eta^2=0.036$. This finding shows that participants reported feeling more state-trait anxiety when they listened to the NNES instructor provide information than when the NES instructor provided information (see Figure 9).

![Burns Anxiety Inventory (1999) Averages](image)

**Figure 9 - Burns Anxiety Inventory (1999) Averages for Experiment 2**

We hypothesized that individuals with more experience with Chinese-accented English would experience less state-trait anxiety based on the Burns Anxiety Inventory (1999) than those who were not experienced in this domain because of their familiarity with the accent. To test this, we separated participants into two groups: High Experience ($n=38$) and Low Experience ($n=66$) (McGowan, 2015a; 2015b).
We conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA to test for self-reported state-trait anxiety levels based on a participant's language experience. There was a significant interaction between instructor type (NES vs. NNES) and participants' experience with Chinese-accented English, $F(1, 1)=9.50, p=.003, \eta^2 = 0.016$. This indicated that participants with high experience with Chinese-accented English experienced similar levels of non-significant self-reported state-trait anxiety for both NES ($M=0.500$, $SE=0.0769$) and NNES ($M=0.528$, $SE=0.0965$) instructors. Participants with low experience with Chinese-accented English experienced higher levels of self-reported state-trait anxiety for the NNES instructor ($M=0.694$, $SE=0.0733$) than they did for the NES instructor ($M=0.381$, $SE=0.0584$; see Figure 10).
In Experiment 2, we found similar findings for participants' total recall scores as we did in the first experiment. We found a main effect of instructor type (NNES vs. NES) on recall performance, $F(1, 103)= 12.8, p<0.001, \eta^2=0.047$. Participants had better overall recall performance from the NES instructor's lecture videos ($M=8.73, SE=0.191$) than from the NNES instructor's lecture videos ($M=7.87, SE=0.194$; see Figure 11).
Figure 11 - Total Recall Scores for Experiment 2

The interaction effect between Experiment 1 and 2 were different when participants were divided into High \((n=38)\) and Low \((n=66)\) Experience groups. A main effect was observed for instructor type on recall performance, \(F(1, 102)=12.376, p<0.001, \eta^2 = 0.046\). No main effect was observed for participants’ language experience on recall performance, \(F(1, 102)=0.178, p>0.05\). There was no significant interaction between instructor type and participants' experience with Chinese-accented English, \(F(1, 1)=0.114, p>0.05\). This indicated that the High Experience group \((n=38)\) performed at the same level as the Low Experience group \((n = 66)\) with both the NES instructor (High Experience: \(M=8.87, SE=0.318\); Low Experience: \(M=8.65, SE=0.241\)) and the
NNES instructor (High Experience: $M=7.89$, $SE=0.322$; Low Experience: $M=7.85$, $SE=0.244$; see Figure 12).

**Figure 12 - Total Recall with Language Experience for Experiment 2**
CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION

These experiments were conducted to compare the differences in students’ anxiety levels and memory recall when they encounter an NES instructor versus an NNES instructor. We also considered whether accent familiarity was a moderating variable between these constructs. We tested four different hypotheses: (a) students would experience heightened anxiety when listening to the NNES instructor, and (b) students would experience poorer memory recall when listening to the NNES instructor. We also hypothesized that Chinese language experience would moderate (c) students’ anxiety and (d) memory recall.

Two within-group experiments were conducted at a large state university. All participants were undergraduate psychology students at the university and were exposed to both the NES and NNES instructors during both experiments to properly test for any differences between the two instructors regarding anxiety and memory recall.

Participants’ Self-Reported Anxiety Levels

For both experiments, we focused on test anxiety that participants experienced. Test anxiety is commonly thought of being a multi-component phenomenon with two psychological sources: worry and emotionality (Comunian, 1993; Sarason, 1984; Sarason et al., 1990), which can lead to cognitive interference (Arkin et al., 1982;
We examined test anxiety using a modified version of Kimura’s Foreign Language Listening Anxiety scale (2008) in both experiments, which focused on participants’ anxiety while listening to the instructor. The Kimura scale (2008) also tested if participants perceived that they had adequately taken in the information presented by the instructor. Our second experiment included another test that measured test state-trait anxiety using the Burns Anxiety Inventory (1999). The Burns Anxiety Inventory (1999) measured participants’ state of anxiety directly after answering the recall questions. We found that participants experienced higher self-reported anxiety levels with both Kimura’s Foreign Language Listening Anxiety scale (2008) and the Burns Anxiety Inventory (1999) when listening to the NNES instructor than when they listened to the NES instructor. This indicated that participants were likely experiencing more test anxiety when listening to the NNES instructor. As previously shown, NES individuals’ primary focus while in conversation with NNES individuals is on understanding what they are saying instead of intaking and encoding the information (Grey et al., 2019; Mayer et al., 2003, Morris & Chen, 2020; 2021; Paas et al., 2010; Sweller, 1994; Sweller, 2010; Sweller & Chandler, 1991; Sweller et al., 2019). Focusing on understanding the speaker’s speech pattern instead of focusing on encoding the content of the information can cause language perception issues (Feng et al., 2021), which leads to more anxiety in recall situations because learners are aware that they did not properly intake the information presented (Arkin et al., 1982; Comunian, 1993;
When divided into High and Low Experience groups, we found that participants with high experience of listening to Chinese-accented English had similar self-reported anxiety levels for both the NNES and NES instructors in both experiments. There was a discrepancy between the Experiment 1 and Experiment 2’s Kimura’s Foreign Language Listening Anxiety scale (2008), where the only significant main effect of language experience was found in Experiment 2. We believe that this is due to having more participants within Experiment 2 which, in turn, increased the statistical power in Experiment 2. However, overall, participants in the High Experience group did not feel as much difference in their anxiety level between the two instructors (compared to the Low Experience group), likely because they were more efficient at processing the information from the NNES instructor (Morris & Chen, 2020; 2021). This greater efficiency helps prevent the participants’ cognitive threshold from being surpassed (Morris & Chen, 2020; 2021). This means that participants in the High Experience group did not encounter cognitive overload and were not focused on their anxious feelings leading to less anxiety overall with the NNES instructor.

On the other hand, participants in the Low Experience group in both experiments experienced more anxiety with the NNES instructor than the NES instructor. The interaction effect between language experience (High vs. Low) and instructor type (NNES vs. NES) is likely due to cognitive overload (Feng et al., 2021; Morris & Chen, 2020). Cognitive overload is experienced when an individual’s cognitive threshold is surpassed and working memory resources are being used for a
specific task (Morris & Chen, 2021; Paas et al., 2010; Sweller, 1994; Sweller, 2010; Sweller & Chandler, 1991; Sweller et al., 2019). Therefore, Low Language Experience participants were likely more focused on understanding the NNES instructor than the content of the information they were being given and encoding that content. This led to the participants becoming aware that they were not encoding the content information, and, in turn, they became anxious that they would not be able to correctly recall the information later during the memory recall section, leading to test anxiety (Arkin et al., 1982; Comunian, 1993; Kurosawa & Harackiewicz, 1995; Sarason, 1984; Sarason & Sarason, 1981; Sarason & Sarason, 1987).

**Participants’ Recall Performance**

In both experiments, we measured participants’ recall with two open recall and three multiple-choice questions after each lecture video. Each participant was able to receive 12 points for each instructor type.

When the High and Low Experience groups were combined, participants experienced worse memory recall when the NNES instructor presented information in both experiments. Participants were experiencing higher anxiety levels, likely due to cognitive overload when listening to the NNES instructor. Test anxiety likely also hindered participants’ recall performance. Together, test anxiety and cognitive overload caused participants to be more focused on understanding what the NNES instructor was saying rather than on encoding the information they were presenting (Mayer et al., 2003; Morris & Chen, 2020; Paas et al., 2010; Sweller, 1994; Sweller, 2010; Sweller & Chandler, 1991; Sweller et al., 2019). Cognitive overload can also lead to inhibition in the language perception processes, making it even more difficult for students to process
and understand what NNES instructors are saying (Feng et al., 2021). Findings from the

current experiments also indicate that, overall, students perform better on tests when

they are taught the information by an NES instructor (Ahn, 2010; Broadbent & Fuller-

Tszkiewicz, 2018; Feng et al., 2021; King & Finn, 2017; Mayer et al., 2003; Mayer,

2017; 2018). It is hard for students to take in and encode the information when they

must overcome cognitive stress and test anxiety.

When we divided the participants into the High and Low Experience groups in

our first experiment, we found that those in the High Experience group had better total

recall with the NNES instructor, while those in the Low Experience group had better

total recall with the NES instructor. Previous research has found that higher cognitive

effort leads to enhanced information encoding and better memory recall (Morris &

Chen, 2020). These enhancements are likely due to increased focus (Mayer et al., 2003;

Morris & Chen, 2020). This increase in focus can facilitate the encoding process,

leading to better recall (Morris & Chen, 2020). Those in the High Experience group

were likely also able to focus and exert more effort on the content being presented

rather than attempting to understand what the NNES instructor was saying (Paas et al.,


The Low Experience group in Experiment 1, on the other hand, likely

experienced cognitive overload because additional cognitive resources had to be

allocated to understanding the speech pattern of the NNES instructor (Ahn, 2010;

Broadbent & Fuller-Tszkiewicz, 2018; Feng et al., 2021; King & Finn, 2017; Mayer et

al., 2003; Mayer, 2017; 2018). Verbal content encoding is one of the more cognitively

demanding tasks that we partake in day-to-day. When this process is paired with
additional demand for accent interpretation, competition for cognitive resources can occur (Feng et al., 2021). This competition can result in a diminished ability to properly process speech by impairments in being able to identify similar words from each other, such as pad and pat, and identifying sentence purposes and meanings (Feng et al., 2021; Hunter & Pisoni, 2018; Wurm & Samuel, 1997). In this instance, Low Experience participants’ working memory resources were likely dedicated to understanding what the NNES instructor was saying, which left little to no other resources to encode the information for later memory recall (Grey et al., 2019; Mayer et al., 2003, Morris & Chen, 2020; 2021; Paas et al., 2010; Sweller, 1994; Sweller, 2010; Sweller & Chandler, 1991; Sweller et al., 2019).

The participants’ recall performance related to Chinese language experience results from Experiment 2 showed a different trend than the results from Experiment 1. When divided into High and Low Experience groups, we found that both groups had better total recall with the NES instructor than they did with the NNES instructor. The interaction effect observed in Experiment 1 was not replicated in Experiment 2. We believe this difference occurred possibly because some participants in the second experiment were taking an in-person or online course taught by an Asian NNES instructor. These participants, we believe, rated themselves as having higher experience with listening to a Chinese-accented instructor because of the course they were taking, which helped serve to lower their anxiety, but did not improve their overall recall. The same Asian NNES instructor did not teach an in-person class during the data collection phase of Experiment 1. It can be speculated that these participants formed false confidence, similar to that of the Dunning-Kruger effect (Kruger & Dunning, 2000),
about their understanding and listening abilities regarding a Chinese-accented instructor. We also know that the said Asian NNES course instructor had learned English at age 10, which was close to the sensitive period discussed earlier of not forming an accent. The Chinese-accented instructor in the Experiment videos had learned English at age 12 and had a relatively more noticeable accent. The NNES Asian instructor’s student participants could have caused the discrepancies between the two Experiments; unfortunately, there was no clear and straightforward method to omit the relevant data points as participation was anonymous and participant information was de-identified.

Another possible explanation for the discrepancy in the recall and language experience results between Experiments 1 and 2 is that the participants in the second experiment were more diverse than those in the first. Participants in Experiment 2 indicated that they were from many different states within the United States, and there were two that were not from the United States. Participants in Experiment 1 indicated that they were from states located in the South-Eastern part of the United States, while participants in Experiment 2 indicated that they were from states ranging from the Western to the Eastern parts of the United States or from Australia and Mexico. More participants in Experiment 2 indicated they spoke multiple languages than in Experiment 1. In Experiment 1, 15 participants indicated that they spoke at least one other language in addition to English, while 31 participants in Experiment 2 indicated that they spoke at least one other language in addition to English. Five participants did not speak only English at home or did not speak English at home at all in Experiment 2, while only two participants in Experiment 1 indicated that they spoke English with
another language at home. Three participants in Experiment 2 indicated that they did not speak English as their first language, while all the participants in Experiment 1 stated that English was their first language. Participants in Experiment 2 reported more diverse ethnicities than in the first experiment. Though both experiments did include most participants that identified as White, Experiment 2 included 19 participants that indicated they were another ethnicity (African American, Asian, Hispanic or Latinos, and Other). In contrast, Experiment 1 only contained seven participants that indicated they were not White (African American, Hispanic or Latinos, and Other). These factors could indicate that participants in the second experiment were accustomed to listening to accented English, which resulted in lower anxiety levels. However, this does not mean that they were accustomed to listening to Chinese-accented English, resulting in poor recall when listening to the NNES instructor.

Limitations

There were several limitations to the current experiments. First, we did not actively include a self-perception type of cognitive measure. Including one of these measures could provide a deeper assessment of whether cognitive overload is one of the leading causes of differences between High and Low Experience groups or if there is another possible underlying factor. However, recall performance is a type of behavioral cognitive measure which is more applicable to the classroom.

Second, we did not account for any visual priming cues that could have been presented within the instructors’ face cameras. Though the two instructors’ face camera videos were as similar as possible, subtle priming cues, such as the NNES instructor wearing glasses and the NES instructor not wearing glasses, were present. These subtle
differences could cause some variation in the instructors’ physical appearance, which could affect their attractiveness level to the participants. The effect of these subtle differences is likely minimal due to the facial cameras being a small window in the bottom right corner of the screen. The facial cues intend to provide participants with concrete knowledge of the instructors’ ethnicity. This is part of our manipulation and reinforces the idea of accents and NNES individuals in general.

Thirdly, we did not weed out participants in the second experiment who were currently taking a course taught by an Asian NNES instructor. These participants could have affected our results of the second experiment, specifically with the total recall and language experience interaction.

Finally, these experiments’ samples were collected from two different semesters. This variation in diversity potentially caused a difference in the diversity level resulting in the difference observed with the total recall and language experience interaction.

**Implications and Future Directions**

The current experiments have multiple real-world educational implications. For educational settings, it can inform NNES instructors about how their students may be feeling and indicate that they may need to design their online courses to help their NES students understand what they are teaching. NNES instructors may use this information to inform how they design their lecture videos. For example, for complex topics, they may choose not to include their face within the video so that the focus is on the content of the video rather than the students possibly becoming distracted by the instructor. On the other hand, in lecture videos on less complex topics, NNES instructors may include
their faces to promote learning without the worry of exceeding students’ cognitive thresholds. NNES instructors could also issue the language experience scale that we used within the experiments to group students into high and low experience groups and provide variations of the lecture videos based on the groups. The high experience students could receive lecture videos that included the instructor’s face to promote learning. The low experience group could receive lecture videos that did not include the instructor’s face with slower audio and video speed to help prevent cognitive overload.

In the real world, more NNES individuals are becoming part of the business and educational worlds in prominently English-speaking areas. This means that NES individuals will likely converse more and more with NNES individuals. Therefore, a general education requirement in college, and possibly lower educational levels, surrounding different cultures and languages could benefit both parties. Most colleges and universities already have a requirement that students must take a cultural diversity or language class, and the inclusion of this could serve as second language exposure for NES individuals. This exposure could help facilitate the NES individual’s efficiency in understanding what an NNES individual is saying. In turn, the enhanced efficiency can lead to lower anxiety levels, as displayed by our High Experience group, which will make conversations between the NES and NNES individuals more comfortable for both parties.

Future studies could focus on expanding to other accents aside from Chinese. It could serve to see if English accents from other areas, such as the United Kingdom or Australia, replicate similar findings. Other English accents of individuals from Germany or France are also worth investigating. It would also be beneficial to determine if there
is a location-specific difference in anxiety and memory recall when receiving information from an NNES instructor. Due to higher exposure, individuals could experience less anxiety and better recall when conversing with NNES individuals in areas with greater language diversity.
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Appendix A: Kimura’s Foreign Language Listening Anxiety Scale (2008)
Appendix A: Kimura’s Foreign Language Listening Anxiety Scale (2008)

1.) While listening to the lecture, I got stuck with one or two words that sounded unfamiliar or indistinguishable.

2.) It was difficult to understand the instructor.

3.) I was worried that I might not be able to understand when the instructor talked too fast.

4.) I was nervous because I was not familiar with the topic of the video.

5.) It was easy to make guesses about the parts I couldn’t understand or missed [reverse coded].

6.) I was worried that I might have missed important information because I was distracted by the instructor’s voice.

7.) I got nervous when I didn’t understand every word from the lecture video.

8.) It was difficult to differentiate words in the lecture.

9.) I felt uncomfortable listening to the lecture video without a chance to read the typed transcript.

10.) I had difficulty understanding the instructions from the video.

11.) It was difficult to concentrate on the lecture.

12.) I felt confident in my listening skills during the lecture. [reverse coded]

13.) I got so confused by the instructor’s voice that I could not remember what I had just listened to.

14.) I fear I might have acquired inadequate knowledge from the lecture.

15.) My thoughts became jumbled and confused in listening for important information from the lecture.
16.) I **got worried** because I had little time to think about what I had just heard.

17.) I **got upset** when I was unsure about whether I had understood the lecture well.

18.) I **was worried** I might not understand the lecture.

19.) I **felt tense** when listening to the lecture.

20.) Listening to new information **made me uneasy**.

21.) The thought that I may be missing keywords would **frighten** me.
Appendix B: McGowan (2015a; 2015b) Based Chinese Language Experience and Attitude Scale
Appendix B: McGowan (2015a; 2015b) Based Chinese Language Experience and Attitude Scale

1.) I have experience listening to Chinese-accented English.
2.) I have close friends that speak Chinese as a first language.
3.) I have at least one family member who speaks Chinese as a first language.
4.) I believe that it is socially acceptable to imitate a Chinese accent.
5.) I can distinguish a Chinese accent from a Korean or Japanese
Appendix C: The Burns Anxiety Inventory (1999)
Appendix C: The Burns Anxiety Inventory (1999)

1.) Anxiety, Nervousness, Worry, Fear

2.) Feeling tensed, stressed, “uptight,” or on edge

3.) Difficulty concentrating

4.) Racing thoughts or your mind jumping from one thing to the next

5.) Concerns of looking foolish or inadequate in front of others

6.) Fears of criticism or disapproval

7.) Butterflies or discomfort in the stomach

8.) Tight, tense muscles